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In a recent collaboration with Baptist Health Care, Baptist 

Hospital in Pensacola, FL, Stance Healthcare was more than 

just a furniture provider; it has become synonymous with 

elevating healthcare environments. 

CONNECTING WITH STANCE -     
WHERE DURABILITY MEETS PENSACOLA AESTHETIC

In collaboration with the Baptist Health Care team, 

the Gresham Smith design team was seeking furniture 

solutions that not only met but exceeded expectations. It 

was evident that Stance checked all of the boxes—price, 

aesthetics, durability, and cleanability. Stance answered all 

of the designers’ questions, ensuring they felt confident in 

selecting Stance for their project. Stance’s manufacturer 

representatives provided invaluable support, guiding the 

designers through the Charlotte showroom and allowing them 

to experience the products firsthand. 

SELECTING THE PERFECT FIT -     
STANCE COLLECTIONS AT BAPTIST HOSPITAL 

Stance aimed to provide furniture solutions that perfectly 

complemented the facility’s needs across various areas:

• Clover Collection - Its unique design and exceptional 

comfort made it a favorite for designers and clients. 

Its versatility allowed for seamless movement, and the 

upholstery added a touch of elegance to the space.

• Accent Chair - Designed for durability and functionality, 

the Accent Chair was chosen for clinical and guest room 

seating. Its sturdy build ensured it could withstand the 

demands of a healthcare environment while providing 

comfort for patients and visitors alike. 

• Strada Sleeper Sofa - Known for its compact footprint 

and superior comfort, it was a standout choice for patient 

rooms. Its adjustable features and sleek design enhanced 

the patient experience. 

• Oasis Chairs - Offering style and comfort, Oasis Chairs for 

Behavioral Health transformed administration intake areas, 

offering style and comfort. With customizable options to 

match existing design elements, these chairs added a touch 

of sophistication to the space. 

• Caliber Stack Chairs - Group therapy rooms were equipped 

with Stack Chairs because of their ease of use and 

versatility, allowing quick room transformations as needed. 

• Resilia - Offering customizable weight options and 

exceptional durability, Resilia was the perfect choice for 

creating safe and warm environments within the facility. 
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QUALITIES THAT MATTER - HOW STANCE CHECKED EVERY BOX 

At Stance, we understand the importance of durability, 

aesthetics, and serviceability in healthcare furniture. That’s 

why each product undergoes rigorous testing to meet 

the highest standards. From weighted durability tests to 

exceptional customer service and competitive pricing, we 

strive to exceed expectations at every turn. 

FAVORITE AREAS - WHERE COMFORT MEETS AESTHETICS

The success of Stance’s collaboration with Baptist Hospital is 

evident in the warm, inviting spaces they have created. From 

the welcoming main lobby to the cohesive patient rooms, 

each area reflects our commitment to seamlessly blending 

comfort and aesthetics. By mirroring the community spirit of 

Pensacola, we’ve ensured that staff and patients feel at home 

within the hospital’s walls. 

CRAFTING HUMAN-CENTERED SPACES

The impact of Stance’s furniture solutions extends beyond 

aesthetics; we have helped transform spaces into human-

centered environments. Following the completion of 

waiting areas and patient rooms, requests for administrative 

enhancements were poured in, highlighting the positive 

reception of the design. By prioritizing natural light and 

creating welcoming atmospheres, the designers captured the 

essence of Pensacola’s natural beauty within the hospital. 

The project with Baptist Hospital exemplifies the 

transformative power of thoughtful design in healthcare 

settings. Through durable, beautiful, and functional furniture 

solutions, we’ve enhanced the physical spaces and improved 

the overall experience for staff, patients, and families alike. At 

Stance, we’re honored to play a role in creating spaces that 

promote healing, comfort, and well-being. 


